GAYDOS

In America, it is time for critics to challenge
their editors’ assumption that their readers
are idiots.
Based on the films that I see coming out
of Europe today, I would say the filmmakers
have done their jobs. It is up to the rest of the
European film professionals—up and down
the film production-sales-promotion food
chain—to match their ingenuity and resourcefulness. It is time for American audiences to
discover there is a big world of new filmmaking talents they have never been given the
opportunity to meet.
So, back to my own split cultural
personality:

As an ebullient American, I am blown away
by the resourcefulness and determination of
the New European filmmakers. I am also impressed and appreciative of the efforts on the
European business side that have led to the
financing and distributing of these films. In
an American perspective, they are the indies
of the Continent.
As a cynical European, I will believe things
have changed when the next Titanic-size hit
has subtitles and Claude Miller’s latest film
makes its TV debut on NBC in prime time.

Steven Gaydos is executive editor of Variety/Daily Variety , and in that capacity he helps
oversee the work of the largest entertainment news staff in the world. In August 2000, he took on
the additional role of international managing director of Variety, overseeing the global editorial
and business operations from London. He created and continues to supervise the “Variety
Critics’ Choice: Europe Now,” official sidebar at Karlovy Vary Film Festival. He serves on the
board of the British Independent Film Awards and the Hartley-Merrill Screenwriting Awards
and is a member of the Writers Guild of America, the British Academy of Film and Television
Arts and the European Film Academy. Gaydos is editor of The Variety Guide to Film
Festivals (Variety/Putnam), and coeditor of Movie Talk from the Frontlines (McFarland)
and Cannes: 50 Years of Sun, Sex and Celluloid (Miramax/Hyperion).
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Then there was the Amélie (JeanPierre Jeunet, 2001) phenomenon
and there is a smaller, but perhaps
more pertinent phenomenon with
Together (Lukas Moodysson, 1999),
a finely drawn portrait of Swedish
would-be hippies that is a beacon
of great European humanism and
humor. On its way to $15 million
world gross, I am sure its producers are very happy with their
return on investment.
And there are so many terrific
films that have recouped their investments, even if they have failed
to break out of their home territoHukkle (György Pálfi, 2000)
ries, films like Germany’s Sun
Alley and Norway’s Detektor, and
in their country. The Irish have done the same.
mega homegrown hits like Manitou ( Michael In Central Europe, the filmmaking community
Herbig, 2000) in Germany that have not really is booming on the services and facilities front,
made the voyage out into the world.
but they are still recovering from the loss of
And the Austrians are enjoying perhaps state support.
the greatest flowering of cinematic talent in
Across Europe, it is time for the kind of colseventy years.
laboration that could bring together all of the
I am sorry. I am an American. This all gives currencies. It should be easy after that, right?
me HOPE! But I am a European; what on earth
Government ministers need to stop
can we do to keep it from all going to Hell?
thinking about the arts as money-losing inSo the filmmakers, the directors, writers dulgences and read Variety to see the billions
and producers have broken free of the bad of dollars generated by filmed entertainment.
habits and bad systems and they have en- They should also read about the multiples
gaged the audiences and made it safe to see that come from tax incentives, the potential
European films again. So far, the success is for growth in tourism, tax monies, sales of
muted. Nationalism still reigns in Europe. luxury goods, etc. that are a byproduct of
Swedes generally do not see Norwegian films every film shoot.
and the Spanish do not see the Dutch films
It is a time for film commissions, better
and the English do not see anything with sub- yet, a European Film Commission, that could
titles. Is it time to accept that there is no way to streamline permitting, boost location shoots
beat the Americans at the film game?
for both domestic and foreign films. It is a
Or is it time for the governments, the media time for an educational program launched
programs, the tax authorities, the film com- from Europe, coordinated with consulates
missions and private companies to redouble and embassies, focusing on American and
their efforts to build a real business culture of British school kids, bringing them packages
sales, promotions, perhaps even distribution? that combine sub-titled films with audiovisual
The Dutch are working bravely to make a tax materials, cuisine, travel and lifestyle inforincentive plan that helps the local industry mation, showing young people how great
but does not shut out foreign producers. They European cinema can be when they have
may fail or succeed but they have already overdosed on blockheaded American blockdemonstrated the power of tax incentives and busters. In other words, it is a time in Europe
they have reinvigorated the production sector of hard work and new ideas.
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And Hollywood? It became clear that A few weeks later, they released a picture in
Hollywood was in the business of creating a Germany called Run Lola Run. Again, Eurovery defined product, one without surprises pean cinema got a great shot in the arm and
beyond the size of the explosions and the glar- audiences around the world were talking
ing wattage of the star’s smiles.
about the film, and filmmakers were being inIt became obvious that there was still an au- fluenced by its deft mix of philosophy, action,
dience, perhaps a growing one, for the films romance and pure cinema.
that were audience friendly, but not insulting
A wild Italian named Roberto Benigni
to the intelligence. Can European cinema capi- raised the bar on what a sub-titled movie
talize on the opportunities on the road ahead? could make in America. No one had cracked
That is the question we face today. What ap- the $ 30 million mark at the box-office. La vita è
peared to be the end of the road for European bella (Life is Beautiful, 1997) almost cleared $60
cinema in the early 1990s, in the new Mille- million. And the European cynics said: “It’s a
nium has really become a turning point.
one-shot, it means nothing.” Then, from outTo quote Carolyn Lambert, head of policy side the borders of Europe, another sub-titled
for the U.K. Film Council, “The necessity to movie called Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
take the audience into account is gradually (Ang Lee, 2000) nearly cleared $130 million in
coming to the forefront of the filmmaker ’s the U.S. And both films grabbed Oscar nomiconsciousness in Europe. Filmmakers are nations and awards.
more aware of the need to satisfy audiences. This is a very important step.”
I would say it is not just important, it
is essential and luckily for fans of European cinema, it is happening. It does not
mean that every movie has to please the
widest possible audience, but it means
that the system once controlled by aging auteurs whose grasp on the public
purse was strangling the birth of new
voices, is rapidly expiring.
Only a few years ago, all of the smart
critics on the Croisette in Cannes scoffed
at something called “Dogma.” In those
few short years that rowdy, shrewd,
daring, calculated gamble tossed in the
air by a group of Scandinavian mavericks has landed and European cinema
is obviously enlivened by it. There is a
Palme d’Or winner, Dancer in the Dark
(Lars von Trier, 2002), a masterpiece,
The Celebration (Thomas Vinterberg,
1999), two terrific, thoughtful and
enjoyable films, Mifune (Søren KraghJacobsen, 1999) and Italian for Beginners
(Lone Scherfig, 2000) and several others
worth a viewing, if not a DVD.
Only a few years ago, my paper, Variety, celebrated a German production
outfit called “X Filme Creative Pool.” Life is Beautiful (Roberto Benigni, 2001)
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a Good European. I believe
there are great opportunities at hand and I fear that
bureaucratic silliness and
entrenched counterproductive habits could undermine
them. Let us take a quick
look at where we have
come from...
Post-WWII European filmmakers helped redefine the
art of cinema and changed
the way films were made
and received all over the
world. Federico Fellini, Ingmar Bergman, Alain Resnais,
Carol Reed, David Lean,
Jean-Luc Godard, François The Celebration (Thomas Vinterberg, 1997)
Truffaut, and Roberto Rossellini are only a few of their
Not only the Hollywood studio blockbustnames.
ers, delivering thrills and diversions and stars,
By the 1970s, that road narrowed. Fewer but the American indie films of the 1990s were
voices emerged, the impact on world cinema supplying audiences with creative oxygen;
lessened and the audiences, even inside Eu- young Europeans were chatting about Steven
rope itself, shrank.
Soderbergh, the Coens Brothers, Quentin TarWhere “auteurism” once meant freedom antino, and Jim Jarmusch. Their films were
to innovate and explore, it became a license winning the major festival awards and they
to produce solipsistic pictures that were in- were the ones influencing the next generation
fected with a particularly virulent strain of of filmmakers. Entertaining European films
defeatism. The logic of these films seemed to rarely broke out of their home territories and
argue, “Since the audiences are so stupid that great, daring European films like Classe de
all they want is Hollywood junk, I will only Neige could not reach audiences anywhere.
make films for my friends and to Hell with
Then the American indie scene grew tired
the rest.” Locked into a financing system that and somewhat tiresome. The success of Taralmost forbade the funding of new voices, the antino ironically became the greatest threat to
director-oriented system that once invigorated the creative freedoms once characteristic of the
European cinema was in danger of killing it.
scene. The money became bigger, the temptaBy the 1980s and 1990s, European cinema tions to make films that played as “pitches”
was in crisis.
for studio deals became more pronounced,
One distributor sadly pointed out to me in and the absence of any fundamental politicalthe late 1990s; “It is easier to sell an Iranian social grounding made the American indie
film in Europe than a European film.” The scene’s output look lighter and lighter. Americourage and vision of the Kiarostamis of the can indie films appeared to either be focused
world was in short supply on European soil. on the authentic end of the spectrum, only on
The quality of the films in Europe and the family dysfunction and self-flagellation, and
filmmakers’ connections to their audiences on the other end, nothing but guns and blood
fell into a decline that was unfortunately and expletives, as if the bright creative light
occurring while American films were on a of Tarantino could be duplicated with enough
course of worldwide domination.
blood squibs and swear words.
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Run Lola Run (Tom Tykwer, 1998)

pean cinema? No question about it! Am I
impartial? Despite having lived in London
for the past three years, I think I remain,
in the best description I have ever heard of
my publication’s defining characteristic, a
“cranky fan.” My enthusiasm preceded my
posting in London and during the time of
that posting, European cinema has continued
to prove its new savvy and maturity and its
new voices have proven there is a reservoir of
exciting new talent.
But for a full understanding of the situation
today, a little background is in order.
European cinema has rocked, rolled and
reeled on its fifty-five-year journey since
WWII, not to mention its earlier ride. I’ll
make no apologies; I’m a partisan and
have been since I saw Persona (I. Bergman,
1966) or was it Satyricon (F.Fellini, 1969), or
The Damned (L. Visconti, 1969), or Stavisky
(A.Resnais, 1974). When it comes to analyzing the current fortunes of Euro cinema, I
will also confess to my own schizophrenic
view of the scene. I speak with the optimism
of a Good American and the pessimism of

What is keeping this steady flow of vibrant
filmmaking from reaching these hungry
viewers? In my view, the primary problem
is a shortage of newspaper editors who trust
the intelligence of their readers. Or, in short:
stupid newspaper editors.
There is an automatic assumption that
readers of newspapers across America
only want to know about Hollywood stars,
their eating (or dieting) habits, their mating
preferences, secrets of their sartorial splendor,
and the like.
It is of course, nonsense. All over America,
there are movie fans young and old who
might enjoy popcorn movies and the nonsense of gossip, but they are also hungry for
movies that provoke, inspire, challenge, even
perplex. If all of those qualities can be delivered in a European film that provides new
faces and places, that offers encounters with
new attitudes and fashions and entertains to
boot, they will be happy to hear when and
where the film is playing.
Am I an enthusiastic proponent of Euro-

Nowhere in Africa (Caroline Link, 2002)
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Code Unknown (Michael Haneke, 2000)

these ten filmmakers who have generally
never met. They see each other’s films and
present their own films to the young and enthusiastic crowds at Karlovy Vary. It is a great
creative enterprise and cultural exchange program, and it makes an important point: Euro
Cinema is alive and well.
In the past five years we have presented so
many great films that it is hard to pick my favorites, but I’ll mention a few that have stayed
with me. These are largely new and emerging filmmakers, but we like to throw in some
underappreciated veterans. Which is why
we have shown both Betty Fisher and Classe
de Neige (Class Trip, 1998) by Claude Miller.
Again, you will be glad you have invested
your time in such films as Sun Alley (Leander
Haußmann, 1999), Risotto (Olga Malea, 2000),
Babí Léto (Vladimir Michálek, 2000), The Marcorelle Affair ( Serge Le Péron, 2000), Nordrand
(Barbara Albert, 1999), Happy Now (Philippa
Cousins, 2001), Detektor(Pål Jackman, 2000),
Late Night Shopping (Saul Metzstein, 2001),
Praying Mantis (Paul Harather, 2000), and
I Love Budapest (Ágnes Incze, 2001).
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So now I have mentioned more than thirty
recent European films of merit. How many
have played in a theater near you? How many
have appeared on American television? And I
do not mean in the middle of the night!
There is a huge oversight here, and it is
damaging to both the American audiences
who are not getting the opportunities to really
experience the new European cinema, and it is
also thwarting these dynamic and expressive
new voices in Europe.
The range of films on view from Europe
is astonishing, but more astonishing is the
inability of the European film marketing community, the critics, the European audiences
and by extension the American audiences to
fully appreciate the exciting sea change that
has occurred in European cinema. It is as if
Euro films were defined by their low point in
creativity and vitality, perhaps a dozen years
ago, and all of the journalists and even Euro
film marketing professionals feel bound to
cling to that outdated notion of Euro film as
the tightly guarded domain of aging auteurs.
Yes, much of the life and imagination had
faded from Euro film since its heyday of the
1950s and 1960s. But the vigor and intellectual daring has not only returned, it has been
accompanied by a new producing savvy
and a willingness—make that eagerness—
to reach audiences.
The creeping solipsism of the dying days
of auteur-dominated Euro film has largely
been eradicated. Films like Run Lola Run ran
in to the rescue, signaling a new formula:
intelligence, riskiness, imagination AND entertainment.
In my view, much of the life has gone out of
the American independent film scene. Awash
in films reveling in victimhood, self-pity,
self-indulgence and pretension, there is a stultifying sameness to too many of the American
indie films. It is a great opportunity for Euro
indies to supply that sharp, discriminating
audience in the U.S. who are not content to
see the latest Hollywood blockbuster. For audiences craving a bracing human experience
in their neighborhood cinemas, the Europeans
are here with just the new hot ticket.

Euro Cinema: The Next Hot Ticket?
STEVEN GAYDOS

Two years ago, when Variety
first became the sponsor of the
Netherlands Film Festival’s
“Cinema Militans” lecture, I
sat in Utrecht raptly listening
to Lola rennt (Run Lola Run,
1998) director Tom Tykwer ’s
speech. He listed a number of
films he had just seen, which
included Code Inconnu (Code
Unknown, Michael Haneke,
2001), Harry un ami qui vous
veut du bien (With a Friend Like
Harry, Dominik Moll, 2000), Intimacy (Patrice Chérau, 2000)),
Die Innere Sicherheit (The State I
Am In, Christian Petzold, 2000)
and Los amantes del Circulo Polar (The Lovers of the Artic Circle, On the set of Talk to Her (Pedro Almodóvar, 2002)
Julio Medem, 1998). He then faced the
and Hundstage (Ulrich Seidl, 2001).
audience and said: “You cannot seriously
I can guarantee that every film is worth
expect me to speak of a cinematic crisis.”
your time.
Now it is 2003 and not only is there NOT
As a demonstration of my belief in the
a crisis, at least in Europe, in my view, but a current European film scene, I have overcontinuing opportunity for both audiences seen a great illustration of the phenomenon.
and filmmakers. Just look at these recent titles It is called “Variety Critics’ Choice: Europe
from Europe: Talk to Her (Pedro Almodóvar, Now,”and it unspools every year as an official
2002), Lilya 4-Ever (Lukas Moodysson, 2002) section of the Karlovy Vary International Film
Sweet Sixteen (Ken Loach, 2002), The Man With- Festival in the Czech Republic. Our critics at
out a Past (Aki Kaurismaki, 2001), Nowhere in Variety choose ten films and this distinguished
Africa (Caroline Link, 2002), The Pianist (Ro- and historic festival screens the films. Our
man Polanski, 2002), Bend It Like Beckham partners in this program are an organization
(Gurinder Chadha, 2002), The Magdalene called European Film Promotion. They repreSisters (Peter Mullan, 2002), Hukkle (György sent the film promotion boards of twenty-one
Pálfi, 2002), Betty Fisher (Claude Miller, 2001), countries and they are still growing.
Lawless Heart (Tom Hunsinger and Neil HuntWe have twenty screenings, a dinner for the
er, 2001), The Warrior (Asif Kapadia, 2001), filmmakers and a big party. We bring together
Quo Vadis European Cinema?
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